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The purpose of the article is to describe the results of the analysis of modal verb constructions (MVCs) used with negative not in the texts of scientific and technical discourse. Although modal verb constructions are already presented both in classical textbooks and research studies in sufficient detail but for the first time they are examined on the basis of technical text corpora, in this article – “Heat Engineering”, “Automotive” and “Electrical Engineering”.

Methods. The following methods were used in the article: continuous sampling for compiling the text corpora; expert assessment for the correct attribution of a particular lexical unit to a specific area of scientific discourse or the lexical layer; “quantitative” mathematics to summarize, compare and generalize the data obtained.

Results. The results of a quantitative analysis of negative modal verb constructions showed that their distribution across the text corpora of three specialties is uneven: “Heat Engineering” contains 50 units, “Automotive” – 30, “Electrical Engineering” – 27 MVCs, but only 8 units that were found practically in all corpora entered the list considered. An analysis of the lexical meanings of the notional verbs (the second constituent of MVC) included in the MVCs was also made to find out if there is a dependence of intralinguistic factors on extralinguistic ones in the MVCs.

Conclusions. The study shows that there is a direct relationship between extra-linguistic factors – the existence of certain processes, objects and phenomena of a particular technical field, and intralinguistic characteristics – lexical meanings (common, general scientific and terminological) of notional verbs that are included in negative MVCs. It was determined that in the texts of the specialty “Heat Engineering” these MVCs do not directly participate in describing the operation of technical objects or production processes, since notional verbs have common or general scientific meanings. But in the automotive industry texts, the lexical meanings of notional verbs refer mainly to the terminological layer, which shows their significant role in the direct description of objects, phenomena and processes in this technical field. From the viewpoint of the lexical meanings the notional verbs in negative MVCs in the specialty “Electrical Engineering” texts, they occupy an intermediate position between “Heat Engineering” and “Automotive”, i.e. here along with the units having general scientific meanings there are several terms.
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Мета статті – опис результатів аналізу модальних дієслівних конструкцій (МДК), використовуваних із запереченням not у текстах науково-технічного дискурсу. Хоча модальні дієслівні конструкції вже досить докладно представлені як у класичних підручниках, так і наукових дослідженнях, але на матеріалі технічних текстових корпусів, у нашій статті – «Теплотехніка», «Автомобілебудування», «Електротехніка» – вони розглядаються вперше.
1. Introduction

A detailed description of the most diverse aspects of modal verb constructions in the English language can be found both in classical textbooks and in linguistic literature describing the scientific studies related to this issue. If we turn to theoretical and applied research at the end of the last century then it can be noted that modal constructions were considered mainly from the point of view of statistical linguistics for assigning units of these constructions to one or another type of the discourse (Budkova, 2012; Buntina, 1979).

At present either the very notion of modality is in the focus of attention as a cognitive parameter of these grammatical units or syntactic, semantic and pragmatic sides of modal verbs are described from the standpoint of comparative linguistics (Grebevna, 2004; Umatova, 2014; Mukhometzhanova, 2007; Samoilova, 2008; Olenchuk, 2012). However, reviewing analysis of linguistic literature did not reveal any dissertation or article based on the text corpora of scientific and technical communication. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to describe the results of the analysis of modal verb constructions (MVCs) used with negative not in the texts of scientific and technical discourse.

Achieving this goal implies fulfilling the following tasks:

- extraction of modal verb constructions with negative not from the texts;
- comparing modal units with this particle, found in different technical specialties corpora;
- determination of the peculiarities in usage of modal verb constructions with not in various text corpora.

The material for this article was taken from the text corpora of three sublanguages that are referred to scientific discourse and serve the following fundamental areas of science and technology – Automotive, Heat Engineering and Electrical Engineering, the total volume of corpus analyzed makes 300 thousand tokens. The sources from where the information was taken were texts from scientific journals published in the UK and USA: “IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus and Systems”; “Power Engineering”, “Power”, “Automotive News”; “Combustion”, “Control and Optimization”; “Machine Design”, “Machinery and Production Engineering”; “Automotive Engineer”. As you can see, the subjects of all three corpora have no common characteristics which allows the authors to draw generalizing conclusions that can be correct for almost any field of knowledge included in the scientific and technical discourse.

The following methods were used to accomplish the tasks: the continuous sampling method for compiling text bodies; expert assessment method for correct assigning a particular lexical unit to a specific area of scientific discourse; “quantitative” mathematics for summing, comparing and summarizing the data.

2. Negative MVCs as a phenomenon of the text

First of all among the modal units that are considered to be modal verbs in English it was necessary to determine the ones which can be the object of the future research. In accordance with the traditional point of view the group of modal verbs includes the following ones – can / could, may / might, to have.

However not all of the indicated modal verbs are found in the selected text corpora, and it primarily concerns modal ones which have the negative particle not. For example, such verbs as dare, need, shall / should, will / would, dare, need. These verbs in their lexical meaning and a number of structural features (the ability to be connected only with the infinitive, the absence of non-personal forms, etc.) differ from the notional verbs and perform an auxiliary function. Some linguists add the verbs to have and to be to this group (Dolgopolova, 1961; Strang 1962).

It should be noted that negative modal verb constructions are not characterized by a very high frequency of occurrence in the texts of technical specialities, their quantitative values are quite low. However the problem of studying this type of construction itself is of interest from the point of view of the interaction of extra linguistic and intra linguistic factors, i.e. the influence of the very fact of the existence of various technical objects and their activities on the appearance of a particular phenomenon in the language.
At the first stage of the analysis, we considered the quantitative distribution of modal verbs with a negative particle not that were found in the texts. It was determined that the distribution of negative modal verb constructions in the text corpora is uneven. The largest of them is found in the text corpus “Heat Engineering” – 50 units; the second place is taken by the text corpus “Automotive” – 30 units; and finally 27 modal units of this type were found in the “Electrical Engineering” corpus. Thus the total number of negative MVCs is 107 units. Below will be given a list of this type of MVCs in descending order of frequency of their occurrence in the texts of all three specialties. Not all negative MVCs will be presented in the list, but only those ones that were found in almost all text corpora. There are 8 units of MVCs.

3. The negative MVC distribution around the corpora

So as it has already been mentioned the largest number of negative MVCs was found in the texts on specialty “Power Engineering”. The following structures which function in other text corpora as well were selected from them: 1) cannot + passive indefinite infinitive – 15 units (e.g. cannot be measured, cannot be powered); 2) cannot + active indefinite infinitive – 12 (e.g. cannot connect, cannot contain); 3) may not + active indefinite infinitive – 6 units (for example, may not discuss, may not verify); 4) may not + be + adjective – 5 units (e.g. may not be independent, may not be single); 5) could not + active indefinite infinitive – 4 units (e.g. could not determine, could not consist); 6) may not + passive indefinite infinitive – 3 units (e.g. may not be permitted, may not be considered); 7) (does) not have + active indefinite infinitive – 2 units (e.g. does not have to design); 8) could not + passive indefinite infinitive – 1 unit (e.g. could not be operated).

If to consider the MVCs presented as examples then we can see that the main lexical meanings of the second constituents have common and general scientific meanings, a certain degree of terminology is noted in the MVC could not + passive indefinite infinitive and (does) not have + active indefinite infinitive. However the low usage frequency of the latter (1 and 2 MVCs) gives the reason to consider the usage of terms in these MVCs as being random. Thus, we can conclude that in the description of power engineering processes, phenomena and objects, negative MVCs are used. They are not related directly but indirectly to this field of technology through general reasoning or historical excursus. So, there is no necessity in negative MVCs that would have as main verbs the ones included in the terminology system of this specialty.

The text corpus of the specialty “Automotive” contains the following MVCs: 1) cannot + passive indefinite infinitive – 7 units (e.g. cannot be driven, cannot be started); 2) cannot + active indefinite infinitive – 7 units (e.g. cannot brake, cannot revolve); 3) may not + active indefinite infinitive – 2 units (e.g. may not install, may not involve); 4) may not + be + adjective – is not used in the texts on “Automotive”; 5) could not + active indefinite infinitive – 4 units (e.g. could not effect, could not stop); 6) may not + passive indefinite infinitive – is not used in the texts on “Automotive”; 7) (does) not have + active indefinite infinitive – 1 unit (e.g. does not have to move); 8) could not + passive indefinite infinitive – 1 unit (e.g. could not be produced).

As one can see the number of negative MVCs has significantly decreased primarily due to the lack of units may not + be + adjective and may not + passive indefinite infinitive. The lexical meanings of the second constituent – a notional verb in MVCs of this specialty – show that the common meaning is observed only in may not + active indefinite infinitive; general scientific in could not + have passive indefinite infinitive and (does) not have + active indefinite infinitive. In other types of negative MVCs the second (notional) structural element has a terminological meaning. That means that the description of the processes, objects and phenomena in automotive requires (with a few exceptions) the presence of negative MVCs with the terms included which indicates that this type of MVCs plays a significant role in the creation, operation and regulation of these processes, objects and phenomena.

Modal verb constructions in the subject field “Electrical Engineering” are presented in the following way: 1) cannot + passive indefinite infinitive – 9 units (e.g. cannot be calculated, cannot be connected); 2) cannot + active indefinite infinitive – 4 units (e.g. cannot operate, cannot flow); 3) may not + active indefinite infinitive – 4 units (e.g. may not remove, may not choose); 4) may not + be + adjective – 4 units (e.g. may not be open, may not be short); 5) could not + active indefinite infinitive – 1 unit (e.g. could not substitute); 6) may not + passive indefinite infinitive – 1 unit (e.g. may not be removed); 7) (does) not have + active indefinite infinitive – is not used in texts on electrical engineering; 8) could not + passive indefinite infinitive – 1 unit (e.g. could not be set up).

The data presented show that, firstly, in contrast to the negative MVCs in the texts “Automotive” the list of constructions in the field “Electrical Engineering” excludes only one type of negative MVCs (in the texts on automotive – the two ones). This fact allows us to state that the description of the phenomena, objects and processes in the sphere of electrical engineering requires the usage of a wide variety of negative MVCs. Probably, in quantitative terms, their frequency values are small, but the qualitative characteristics (types) are presented very widely. The main lexical meaning presented in the notional verbs of negative MVCs is general scientific meaning, and some MVCs demonstrate examples of terminological meanings: 1) cannot be connected; 4) may not be open (open is a term in electrical engineering, it is used when describing an electrical circuit, “closed electrical circuit”).

4. Conclusions

The results of text corpora study in three different fundamental areas of science and technology “Automotive”, “Heat engineering” and “Electrical engineering” allow us to come to the following general conclusions about the features of negative modal verb constructions functioning in these fields.

1. Negative modal verb constructions are not used in the texts of these specialties quite often, their number is 107 units per 300 thousand tokens. Their distribution in the text corpora is uneven: 50 negative MVCs appear in the texts on “Heat Engineering”, 30 – 1 in the texts on “Automotive” and 27 – in the corpus “Electrical Engineering”. But 8 types only were found in almost all corpora.
An analysis of lexical meaning dependence of the notional verbs included in negative MVCs on extra-linguistic factors showed the following. Almost all notional verbs in the largest group of negative MVCs from “Heat Engineering” field have common or general scientific meanings which shows that their usage is indirectly related to the description of objects, processes and phenomena in this technical area. The group related to the specialty “Automotive” differs significantly from the group on the specialty “Heat Engineering”. Firstly, there is a two-unit decrease in the number of MVCs, and secondly, the lexical meanings of the notional verbs relate mainly to the terminological layer, which shows their significant role in the direct description of objects, phenomena and processes in this technical field. The group of negative MVCs on the specialty “Electrical Engineering” is characterized by the absence of one unit in its list; in terms of the lexical meanings of the notional verbs it can be said that this group occupies an intermediate position between the two lists discussed above. Here along with the units with general scientific meanings several terms are present.

Further research is also planned to be carried out with modal verb constructions as objects of analysis and on the basis of the same material – the text corpora “Heat Engineering”, “Automotive”, and “Electrical Engineering”. However MVCs will be considered together with various modifiers which are usually attached to them in the texts.
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